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Sign in to the lab.
PPE will be provided here. Is 
mandatory in the lab!

Don’t use this door, for now.
Enter through Hone lab main 
entrance! 

Leave all packages to the Deanlab here.
Communicate (Slack/email) if you go pick up 
packages, and volunteer to bring back any 
for the group.

Write to Joshua Robert 

Swann for access to 

the booking calendars 

of each area!

Research Areas:
1.Blue sapphire zone (Fume hoods, exfoliation areas 
A & C, Nikon1, spinner)
2.Red ruby zone (exfoliation B, Nikon2, Janis)
3.Green emerald zone (Probestation, wirebonder, 
stereoviewer)
4.Pink zone (Oxford He3)
5.Yellow canary zone (Oxford DryCry)
6.Burgundy zone (PC stacker, vacuum annealer)
7.White diamond zone (PPC stacker)
8.Purple zone (AFM)



Communication is key! 

If someone booked the red area for some 
hours, but you need to spin a chip – talk 
to the current user. 

“Hey can I spend 10 minutes spinning my 
chips next time you need a break?”



Team up!

Team up to get work done. If you’re going to the 
cleanroom, e.g. to etch or deposit metals, you MUST 
write out and offer your assistance in reasonable time 
beforehand.



All of this is subject to change – let us know what works and what doesn’t.

To make any of this work, we need team effort, solidarity, and adjusting to a “new 
normal”. 

If you feel you have to bend or break the rules to get work done, you’re putting 
yourself, everyone you work with, and their social circle, at risk!

Talk to the group instead, and we can discuss safe ways to get the job done!

Adjusting to a new normal



Package deliveries are open again!

Att: Name / Department

Room 227 Pupin

530 West 120th St.

NY, NY 10027


